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          WebViewer Version: 8.7.0

Do you have an issue with a specific file(s)? No

Can you reproduce using one of our samples or online demos? NA

Are you using the WebViewer server? No

Does the issue only happen on certain browsers? NA

Is your issue related to a front-end framework? NA

Is your issue related to annotations? No

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

Need Consult on Minimal js Deployment

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

Loading only pdfs, and using only pdf annotation tools what is the minimal deployment scripts?

No modifications or creation of pdfs.

Use of annotations and downloading final merged pdfs with annotations.
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Applying page manipulations to PDFs directly in the client
	Disable localStorage usage
	Printing a document with JavaScript - Embedded printing
	Core engine for WebViewer - Creating your own UI using WebViewer Core

APIs:	WebViewerInstance - new WebViewerInstance()
	UI - options
	Extension

Forums:	Download Multiple Documents Merged with Annotations
	The Webviewer is too slow when I use in Interner explorer in my react -app
	Webviewer giving partial content 206 error and nothing displaying
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          Hi Mark,

Thank you for contacting WebViewer support.

To optimize the WebViewer lib folder you can check out this guide: Optimizing lib folder.

If you also want to hide some of the UI elements, you can check out the guide of Hiding/Showing DOM elements in WebViewer UI.

Best,

Dandara Navarro

Web Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.
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